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Because of their broad spectral width, ultrashort lasers provide unique possibilities to shape light beams and control
their properties, in particular through the use of spatio-temporal couplings. In this context, we present a theoretical
investigation of the linear propagation of ultrashort laser beams that combine temporal chirp and a standard aberra-
tion known as longitudinal chromatism. When such beams are focused in a vacuum, or in a linear medium, the
interplay of these two effects can be exploited to set the velocity of the resulting intensity peak to arbitrary values
within the Rayleigh length, i.e., precisely where laser pulses are generally used. Such beams could find groundbreaking
applications in the control of laser–matter interactions, in particular for laser-driven particle acceleration. © 2017
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1. INTRODUCTION

Ultrashort laser pulses are being increasingly used in different
fields of research and for a variety of applications [1]. This has
stimulated the development of advanced tools to optimize and
shape the properties of these beams. In the spatial domain, this
is achieved using the same instruments as for continuous lasers,
such as spatial light modulators [2] or deformable mirrors [3].
However, what is obviously unique to ultrashort lasers is the pos-
sibility to shape light beams temporally by adjusting the relative
phases of their multiple spectral components [4]. Different types
of programmable devices are now available to this end, such as
acousto-optic dispersive filters [5,6].

One of the present frontiers in the shaping of ultrashort laser
beams is the control of their spatio-temporal or spatio-spectral
properties in a coupled manner. A beam whose temporal or spec-
tral properties depend on space—or vice versa—is said to exhibit
spatio-temporal couplings (STCs) [7]. STCs are often considered
as being mostly detrimental for applications of ultrashort lasers, as
they increase the pulse duration and reduce the peak laser inten-
sity at focus [8]. Yet, the advanced degrees of control that they can
provide were identified several decades ago, and ultrafast optics
technology is now becoming mature enough to start extensively
exploiting these possibilities. They turn out to be extremely ad-
vantageous in nonlinear optics for elementary applications such as
sum frequency generation [9,10], but also in more advanced
schemes. For instance, a simple effect known as simultaneous
spatio-temporal focusing has become widely exploited in nonlin-
ear microscopy to increase the field of view without compromis-
ing depth resolution [11–13]. Its close relative [13,14], ultrafast
wavefront rotation [15], has enabled the generation of new

ultrashort light sources called attosecond lighthouses [16–18].
More recently, theoretical studies have shown how a new type
of linear non-diffracting beam could be produced by using ultra-
short pulses where the k vector of each plane wave component is
correlated to its frequency in a specific manner [19,20].

Because of the technical difficulty of shaping laser beams in
space–time or space–frequency, all experiments where STCs have
actually been put to use so far have been based on the lowest order
couplings (i.e., linear with respect to both position and time/
frequency, such as pulse front tilt or linear spatial chirp), which
can be easily induced and varied using basic optical elements, e.g.,
prisms or gratings. One of the most elementary couplings of
higher order, which typically results from propagation in lenses,
is known as pulse front curvature (PFC) in the near field, and
longitudinal chromatism (LC) in the far field [21–27]. To the
best of our knowledge, there is at present no identified scheme
to take advantage of this low-order coupling, despite its simplicity.

In this paper, we show how combining this well-known chro-
matic effect with temporal chirp [Fig. 1(a)] can provide advanced
control of the velocity of the intensity peak formed by a laser pulse
around its focus [28], to arbitrary values either smaller or larger
than c, and even up to regimes of apparent backward propagation
or arbitrary longitudinal accelerations. For these chirped pulses
with longitudinal chromatism (CPLC), the point of best focus
moves along the pulse temporal envelope as the beam propagates
through the Rayleigh length. This “sliding focus” effect continu-
ously reshapes the pulse temporal profile, resulting in a light burst
with a tunable effective velocity v. We will consider only the case
of light in a vacuum, but this effect equally applies to linear propa-
gation in a medium, where the velocity of the pulse can thus be
offset from the standard group velocity.
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CPLC beams open new possibilities for the control of laser–
matter interaction, which come at the cost of a reduction in peak
laser intensity relative to the focusing of a STC-free laser beam.
Given the considerable powers now provided by ultrashort lasers
[29], this reduction should, however, remain tractable in many
cases of interest. All laser beam parameters used in this paper
are typical of 100 TW class femtosecond lasers currently used
for laser-driven electron acceleration experiments [30], for which
controlling the light pulse velocity could be particularly relevant.

2. PULSE FRONT CURVATURE AND
LONGITUDINAL CHROMATISM

PFC and LC result from the propagation of an ultrashort beam
through a chromatic lens, or a set of such lenses in a telescope, for
instance [21–23]. After such a system, chromatism leads to spatial
curvature of the beam wavefront that varies with frequency
[Fig. 1(a)]. In the time domain, this corresponds to different cur-
vatures for the wavefront and pulse front (also called energy
front)—hence the name pulse front curvature for the STC that
affects the beam in the near field [Fig. 1(b)]. As this beam gets
focused (either by the chromatic system itself, or by a subsequent
achromatic focusing optic), the different frequency components
have their best focus at different longitudinal positions [Fig. 1(d)],
due to their different wavefront curvatures—hence the name
longitudinal chromatism for the spatio-spectral coupling affecting
such a beam in the far field. PFC and LC can thus be viewed as
two facets of the same aberration, occurring at different stages of

the beam propagation: in the following, we will therefore refer to
this aberration as PFC/LC. We will now express this qualitative
reasoning in mathematical terms.

The spatio-temporal E-field of a collimated laser beam with
PFC can be written, for a given propagation coordinate z, as
E�r; t� � exp�iω0t�A0�t − αjrj2�, with r the spatial coordinate
transverse to the beam propagation direction, ω0 the pulse carrier
frequency, and A0 its complex envelope. α is the parameter that
quantifies the strength of the PFC: at the radial position r � wi
(wi is the waist of the collimated beam), the pulse envelope is de-
layed by τP � αw2

i with respect to the one at r � 0. Fourier trans-
forming this expression with respect to time provides the spatio-
spectral field, E 0�r;ω� � exp�−iαδωjrj2�A 0

0�δω�, with δω �
ω − ω0 the frequency offset with respect to ω0, and A 0

0 the
Fourier transform of A0. Writing the spatial phase at frequency
ω as φ�r;ω� � −ωjrj2∕2cR�ω�, with 1∕R�ω� the frequency-
dependent wavefront curvature, we get 1∕R�ω� � 2cαδω∕ω.
After a perfect focusing element of focal length f , the wavefront
curvature becomes 1∕R 0�ω� � 1∕R�ω� − 1∕f . If the beam im-
pinging the lens is quasi-collimated (R�ω� ≫ f ), this leads to
R 0�ω� ≈ −�f � f 2∕R�ω��. For physically sound cases, the posi-
tion z0�ω� of the best focus for frequencyω is at a distance −R 0�ω�
from the focusing optic. Taking the convention z0�ω0� � 0 and
assuming for simplicity that δω ≪ ω0, we thus get

z0�ω� � 2f 2cαδω∕ω0: (1)

This is LC, i.e., a linear drift of the best focus position
with frequency. This relationship can also be written as

Fig. 1. Generation and properties of CPLC beams. (a) A chromatic linear optical system induces a combination of temporal chirp and frequency-
dependent wavefront curvature on an ultrashort beam. When this beam is subsequently focused, its different frequency components have their best focus
at different z (longitudinal chromatism). (b) Spatio-temporal field E�r; t� of the beam prior to focusing in a saturated color scale (negative field in blue,
positive in red), in the presence of PFC/LC (α � 3 fs∕cm2 and beam waist wi � 5 cm before focusing, corresponding to τP � αw2

i � 75 fs) and in the
absence of chirp, for a local pulse duration τF � 25 fs. The carrier frequency has been reduced for the sake of readability. Pulse front curvature is clearly
observed. (c) Same plot, now in the presence of chirp (β � −6380 fs2), i.e., for a CPLC beam. In (b) and (c), the lower panels show the local temporal
intensity profile jE�r � 0; t�j2 at the center of the beam (red curve), and the spatially integrated temporal intensity profile

R
d2rjE�r; t�j2 (blue curve).

These profiles, respectively, have characteristic temporal widths of τF ∝ 1∕Δω and τP in the absence of chirp, and τC ∝ jβjΔω for strong chirps. (d) On-
axis spectrum jE 0�z;ω�j2 of the focused beam, as a function of the longitudinal coordinate z along the extended Rayleigh length. The right panel
compares the local spectrum at z � 0 (blue curve, of characteristic width 1∕τP) with the spatially integrated spectrum

R
dzjE 0�z;ω�j2 (red curve,

of characteristic width 1∕τF ∝ Δω).
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z0�ω� � τPzrδω, where zr � λ0f 2∕πw2
i is the Rayleigh length

of the focused beam formed by frequency ω0 � 2πc∕λ0. PFC/
LC thus leads to an extended frequency-integrated Rayleigh length
zer , with zer∕zr � τPΔω ∝ τP∕τF in the limit of large τP , where
Δω is the spectral width of the pulse, and τF its Fourier-
transform-limited duration. This increased Rayleigh range can
in itself be of interest for some applications.

3. CONTROL OF THE INTENSITY PEAK
VELOCITY USING TEMPORAL CHIRP

The key idea of the present paper is simple and intuitive (Fig. 2):
with the frequency components of an ultrashort pulse focused at
different longitudinal positions z0�ω� due to PFC/LC, the arrival
time of the associated light peak at each z can be controlled simply
by adjusting the relative timing of these frequencies in the pulse
prior to focusing [Fig. 1(c)], using standard temporal pulse shap-
ing techniques. This provides programmable control of the pulse
propagation velocity along the Rayleigh length. The qualitative
sketches in Fig. 2 illustrate how this idea enables arbitrary pulse
velocities around focus, such as subluminal velocities [v < c,
Fig. 2(b)], superluminal and even negative velocities [v < 0,
Fig. 2(c)], or longitudinally accelerating beams [Fig. 2(d)].

We will now confirm this idea by deriving a simple analytical
formula for the effective propagation velocity of the pulse around
focus, in the case of linear temporal chirp (i.e., quadratic spectral
phase), corresponding to the application, in addition to PFC/LC,
of a spatially homogeneous spectral phase −βδω2∕2. Large values
of β (β ≫ τ2F ) lead to a well-defined linear relationship between
frequency and arrival time, such that frequency ω arrives at
position z at time

t�ω� ≡ −
∂φ�z;ω�

∂ω
� z∕c � βδω: (2)

The propagation velocity v of the intensity peak formed in the
extended Rayleigh length can now be easily calculated by applying
Eq. (2) to the specific position z � z0�ω�, and combining the
resulting equation with Eq. (1) to eliminate δω and obtain a
direct relationship between z0�ω� and t0�ω�. This leads to
z0�ω� � vt0�ω�, with

v
c
� 1

1� �ω0∕2f 2� × �β∕α� : (3)

As expected from the qualitative sketches in Fig. 2, depending
on the value of β∕α, the ratio of the chirp and PFC/LC

parameters, jvj can be either larger or smaller than c [see also black
curve in Fig. 4(a)]. It becomes infinite (i.e., the maximum inten-
sity occurs at the same instant at all z) for a spectral chirp of
β0 � −2f 2α∕ω0, and then negative as jβj is further increased.
Physically, such negative velocities corresponds to a regime where
the frequencies focused at large z have a temporal advance such
that they reach their best focus before the frequencies focused at
smaller z reach theirs. This results in an intensity peak that effec-
tively propagates backward along the extended Rayleigh range zer
[Fig. 2(c)].

4. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION

The properties of CPLC can be calculated more formally, under
the assumption that each spectral component of the pulse has a
Gaussian spatial profile. According to the previous discussion,
after a focusing optic, the beam consists of a superposition of
Gaussian beams of different frequencies ω, with their waists
located at different positions z0�ω� � τPzrδω. By using the
known analytical expression of Gaussian beams, and restricting
the discussion to on-axis positions (r � 0) for simplicity, the
spatio-spectral field E 0�z;ω� writes

E 0�z;ω� � jA 0
0�δω�j

�1� �z − τPzrδω�2∕z2r �1∕2
eiφ�z;ω�; (4)

with

φ�z;ω� � arctan

�
z − τPzrδω

zr

�
−
β

2
δω2 −

ω

c
z: (5)

The denominator in Eq. (4) accounts for the evolution of the
on-axis field amplitude resulting from focusing, and the first term
in Eq. (5) originates from the Gouy phase, which, in the presence
of LC, becomes a function of both z and ω.

To understand the spectral properties of these beams,
we momentarily consider the limit of large PFC/LC
(τP ≫ τF ∝ 1∕Δω), such that the variations of the numerator
in Eq. (4) are much slower than those of the denominator.
Within the extended Rayleigh range zer , the argument of
A 0
0�δω� in Eq. (4) can then be replaced by δω ≈ z∕τPzr �

Δωz∕zer , leading to the following expression of the spectral
intensity:

Fig. 2. How CPLC enable adjustable light pulse velocities. Because of PFC/LC, different frequencies of the pulse (here ω1 < ω0 < ω2) are focused at
different longitudinal positions z0�ω�, indicated by the horizontal color lines. In (a), no chirp is applied, and the pulse intensity peak (black line with
arrow) propagates at c. In (b), the frequencies that have their best focus at large z are retarded in time, leading to an effective velocity smaller than c. In (c),
these same frequencies are now advanced in time, in such a way that the intensity peak first appears at large z, and then moves in a direction opposite to the
beam propagation direction—i.e., an apparent backward propagation within the extended Rayleigh length. In (d), a higher-order spectral phase is applied
to the beam, leading to a longitudinal acceleration of the pulse peak as it propagates.
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jE 0�z;ω�j2 ∝ jA0 0 �Δωz∕zer�j2
�1� τ2P�δω − Δωz∕zer�2�

: (6)

This reveals a key feature of beams with PFC/LC, illustrated in
Fig. 1(d): for large enough PFC/LC, the local spectrum within the
extended Rayleigh range is a Lorentzian function, of width 1∕τP
smaller than the initial spectral width Δω of the ultrashort pulse,
with a central frequency ω0 � Δωz∕zer that depends linearly
on z. Moreover, the longitudinal on-axis fluence distribution
of the focused beam no longer has the Lorentzian profile of stan-
dard Gaussian beams: this profile is instead imposed by the spec-
trum jA 0

0j2 of the initial ultrashort pulse, which is spatially
stretched along the length zer .

The spatio-temporal field E�z; t� of the beam is the inverse
Fourier transform of Eq. (4), E�z; t� � R

dω
2π E

0�z;ω�eiωt . This
integral can be estimated analytically in the limit of large chirp
β, using the stationary phase method [31]. This requires finding
the frequency ω such that ∂�φ�z;ω� � ωt�∕∂ω � 0. This is
easily solved provided the Gouy phase is neglected compared
to the quadratic spectral phase −βδω2∕2 in Eq. (5), and leads
to δω � �t − z∕c�∕β ≡ t 0∕β, which is identical to Eq. (2).
E�z; t� is then obtained essentially by inserting this expression
of δω in the integrand E 0�z;ω�eiωt (Eq. 4 and 5), leading to

E�z; t� ∝ jA 0
0�t 0∕β�j

�1� �t 0 0∕τe�2�1∕2
eiϕ�z;t�; (7)

with

t 0 0 � t 0 −
β

τpzr
z (8)

� t −
z
v
; (9)

with v given by Eq. (3), τe � β∕τP , and

ϕ�z; t� �
�
ω0 �

t 0

2β

�
t 0 − arctan�t 0 0∕τe�: (10)

Equation (7) shows that the pulse temporal amplitude profile
is the product of two terms p1�z; t� and p2�z; t�.
(i) p1�z; t� � jA 0

0�t 0∕β�j corresponds to the undistorted temporal
envelope of the initial pulse, i.e., it is a chirped pulse of spectral
width Δω and duration τC ∝ jβjΔω, that propagates at c. (ii)
p2�z; t� � �1� �t 0 0∕τe�2�−1∕2 corresponds to the envelope of a
chirped pulse of spectral width 1∕τP and duration τe � β∕τP ,
and it propagates at a velocity v given by Eq. (3). This term re-
shapes the initial pulse temporal envelope p1�z; t� as the beam
travels along the Rayleigh length, thus affecting the effective
propagation velocity of the peak of jE�z; t�j: this is the origin
of the sliding focus effect.

This expression further simplifies by again considering the
limit of large PFC/LC, in addition to large chirp. In this limit,
the temporal width of p2�z; t� is thus much smaller than that
of p1�z; t�, because its smaller spectral width 1∕τp ≪ Δω
[Fig. 1(d)] leads to a weaker temporal stretching by the applied
chirp. We can then replace p1�z; t� in Eq. (7) by its value at
time t 0 0 � 0, where p2�z; t� reaches its peak value. This directly
leads to

I�z; t� ≡ jE�z; t�j2 ∝ jA 0
0�Δωz∕zer�j2

�1� �t 0 0∕τe�2�
: (11)

In this regime, the pulse shape remains the same all along its
propagation over the Rayleigh length at a velocity v. Note that, for
large chirps (such that the Gouy phase can be neglected), accord-
ing to Eq. (10), the phase velocity vφ is almost unaffected, vφ ≈ c,
so that the carrier wave slips with respect to the pulse envelope,
akin to a pulse propagating in a dispersive medium.

5. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We now turn to numerical simulations of the pulse propagation,
which have three main interests: (i) showing that the sliding focus
effect does not rely on the assumptions of large chirp or PFC/LC,
which are only useful for analytical calculations, (ii) demonstrat-
ing the possibility of inducing longitudinal acceleration of the
pulse, by applying spectral phases of higher orders, and (iii) cal-
culating the full spatio-temporal profile E�z; r; t� of the beam, to
study how this profile is affected by the applied shaping and
determine the resulting loss in peak intensity compared to a
perfect STC-free beam. For these simulations, the field profile
in the �r;ω� space is calculated at different z by numerically
summing Gaussian beams with a frequency-dependent waist
position [Eqs. (4) and (5)], with a pulse spectrum now assumed
to be Gaussian, A 0

0�δω� � e−δω2∕Δω2
. The spatio-temporal field

E�z; r; t� is then calculated by a numerical inverse Fourier
transform with respect to ω.

Figure 4 displays plots of the simulated on-axis temporal in-
tensity profiles I�z; t� of CPLC beams along the extended
Rayleigh length, for a fixed PFC/LC (α � 3 fs · cm−2) and differ-
ent applied spectral phases. For these four cases, simulations of
the full spatio-temporal intensity jE�z; r; t�j2 profile are also pro-
vided in Visualization 1. Panel (a) is the reference case without
chirp (β � 0), such that the pulse propagates at c, the usual
light velocity in vacuum. In this case, due to PFC/LC, I�z; t�
has a half-exponential temporal profile, as already demonstrated
and clearly explained in [23]. In panels (b) and (c), two different
linear chirps have been applied, which respectively lead to propa-
gation velocities v � 0.7c and v � −c. These two examples cor-
respond to the two regimes qualitatively sketched in Figs. 2(b)
and 2(c).

In Fig. 3(d), we explore a case of velocity control through a
more complex spectral phase. While such cases cannot be easily
handled analytically, a simple formula relating the pulse group
delay dispersion ∂2φ∕∂ω2 to the desired velocity evolution
v�z� can still be obtained, by generalizing Eq. (2) to the case
of arbitrary spectral phases φ�ω�. This leads to

∂2φ
∂ω2 � τPzr

�
1

v�z� −
1

c

�
; (12)

where v�z� is related to ω through z � zrτpδω. The case shown
in Fig. 3(d) is inspired from Fig. 2(d): in addition to PFC/LC, a
higher-order group delay, estimated using a Taylor expansion of
Eq. (12), has been applied on the pulse prior to focusing. This
results in a progressive acceleration of the pulse, from v ≈ 0.6c to
v � c, along the extended Rayleigh length. Such accelerating
pulses might prove useful for particle acceleration in the wake ex-
cited by ultraintense lasers in low-density plasmas, provided non-
linear propagation effects do not alter too much the sliding focus
effect. The lower initial velocity could facilitate particle injection
in this wake in the early stage of the process. Later in the inter-
action, particle deceleration by dephasing could be avoided by
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forcing the pulse velocity in the plasma to c, instead of the group
velocity vg < c.

6. SUPERLUMINAL VELOCITIES AND CAUSALITY

As already mentioned, CPLC beams allow for superluminal veloc-
ities of a light peak, up to an extreme regime of negative velocities.
For deeper insight into this seemingly surprising regime,
Visualization 2 shows the evolution of jE�z; r; t�j2 around and
all along the extended Rayleigh range, now for a chirp parameter
β � −18040 fs2 (with other physical parameters kept identical to
Visualization 1) leading to a peak velocity of 2c, and with an
evolving color scale normalized to the maximum of each image,
so that the beam can still be seen as it defocuses. Out of the ex-
tended Rayleigh length, the light bullet propagates at c. When
approaching focus, the pulse envelope starts being reshaped by
the differential focusing of the pulse temporally stretched frequen-
cies. This leads to pulse shortening, and the shortened light peak
moves along the initial pulse envelope as the beam propagates
(sliding focus effect), resulting in an effective peak velocity
v ≠ c. As the pulse defocuses, it recovers its initial envelope,
and again propagates at c. Overall, no delay has been accumulated
by the pulse along this path compared to a STC-free beam propa-
gating at c.

This analysis makes it clear—insofar as that may be
necessary—that the superluminal velocities that can be obtained
with CPLC do not violate causality or the postulate of relativity
on the maximum possible speed of signal transmission. As in sev-
eral other physical processes [32,33], the local “anomalous” veloc-
ity of the intensity peak results from the distortion of the pulse
envelope as it propagates, and the peaks occurring at different z
are not causally connected. More generally, since the seminal work
of Brillouin and Sommerfeld [34], it is well known that the propa-
gation of an intensity peak at a velocity v > c does not imply that
a signal can actually be transmitted at this velocity [32]. CPLC
beams provide a new and instructive illustration of this general
idea for propagation in vacuum: in Eq. (7), only the p1�z; t�
term—propagating at c—can actually carry a signal, while the
motion of the intensity peak around focus is mainly determined
by the p2�z; t� term propagating at v.

7. CHOICE OF THE CONTROL PARAMETERS

We finally discuss the essential point of the choice and optimi-
zation of the control parameters α and β. The use of CPLC to
control the pulse velocity has two main drawbacks, which are (i)
an increase in pulse duration at focus and (ii) a decrease in peak
intensity, compared to those of an unchirped STC-free laser pulse
[24]. The larger α and β, the stronger these effects. For applica-
tions where intensity and pulse duration are critical, α and β thus
need to be carefully chosen, such that one gets the required
control on the pulse velocity while limiting the degradation of
the pulse properties.

For a fixed PFC/LC parameter α, the value of the chirp param-
eter β is imposed by the pulse velocity v that one is aiming at. The
red line in Fig. 4(a) shows the pulse velocity deduced from
numerical calculations as a function of β, for α � 3 fs∕cm2.
This curve is in good qualitative agreement with the prediction
of Eq. (3) (black curve), showing that this simple expression of the
pulse velocity, derived under the approximation of large chirp,
actually provides a good estimate of the light peak velocity in most
cases. Figure 4(b) shows the corresponding evolution of the re-
duction factor ε � IM∕I 0 of the peak intensity IM of the
CPLC beam (occurring at z ≈ 0 and r � 0), relative to the
one I 0 obtained with α � β � 0 for a beam of the same energy
and the same spectrum. For β � 0, ε is already smaller than 1 due
to PFC/LC, and it then continuously decreases as β gets larger.
Larger deviations from c thus imply stronger degradations of the
peak intensity and pulse duration of the focused beam. The insets
of Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) show that, for physically sound parameters,
the reduction in peak intensity is less than tenfold when v deviates
from c (or vg in a medium) by a few percent only, which typically
corresponds to the deviations needed to avoid dephasing in laser
wakefield acceleration.

The choice of α is rather the result of a compromise. For a
given focusing geometry, a larger value of α leads to a larger ex-
tended Rayleigh length zer ∝ α [red curve in Fig. 4(c)] over which
the pulse velocity can be controlled. Increasing α also enables a
more sophisticated control of the pulse propagation, using more
complex spectral phases: qualitatively, the number of degrees of
freedom N varies as N ≈ ΔωτP ∝ α, the ratio of the total and

Fig. 3. Simulations of CPLC of different propagation velocities. Simulated on-axis spatio-temporal intensity profile I�z; t� of different CPLC beams
along the extended Rayleigh length, for a fixed PFC/LC parameter α � 3 fs∕cm2 and different spectral phases. The beam parameters are λ0 � 800 nm,
τF � 25 fs, and wi � 5 cm, focused by an optic of focal length f � 1 m (i.e., f ∕20 focusing). Panel (a) corresponds to a reference case without chirp,
where the pulse envelope propagates at c. In (b) and (c), a linear chirp has been applied (β � 12230 fs2 and β � −53420 fs2), that respectively lead to the
propagation regimes of Figs. 2(b) and 2(c), with v � 0.7c in (b) and v � −c in (c). In (d), a third-order spectral phase is applied to the beam, leading to a
longitudinal acceleration of the pulse as it propagates, as illustrated in Fig. 2(d). In each case, the lower plots show the pulse temporal intensity profile at
z � 0, I�0; t�. By convention, I � 1 corresponds to peak intensity obtained at best focus for the STC-free unchirped beam. For comparison with this
reference case, all curves have been multiplied by the numerical factors indicated next to the curves, which thus correspond to the inverse of the intensity
reduction factor ε resulting from the combination of PFC/LC and chirp.
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local spectral widths around focus. As an illustration, using N ≈
60 and an oscillating spectral phase, one gets the ultrashort pulse
displayed in Fig. 5, performing a succession of ≈5 longitudinal
accelerations and decelerations between v � c and v � 0.3c.

On the other hand, increasing α leads to a stronger reduction
in peak intensity and increase in pulse duration, even in the ab-
sence of chirp. To reach a given velocity v, a larger value of the
chirp β is then needed, resulting in an even larger reduction in
IM . To illustrate this fact, Fig. 4(c) shows the evolution of ε as a
function of α, for three values of the ratio jβ∕αj, corresponding to
different velocities v either larger or smaller than c. Note that the
influence of the focal length f of the focusing optic is qualitatively
similar to that of α [Eq. (3)]: for a given beam diameter wi, in-
creasing f leads to a larger value of zer , but larger chirps β are then
needed to achieve a given velocity v ≠ c, resulting in stronger
reductions in peak intensity.

8. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

In conclusion, the sliding focus effect occurring on CPLC beams
provides a new powerful approach to change the propagation
velocity of light pulses over finite distances in vacuum, as well
as in linear media. Once PFC/LC has been applied on a beam,
e.g., using a set of chromatic lenses (see Supplement 1) or more
advanced new shaping techniques [35], the pulse velocity around
the beam focus can be changed in a programmable manner,
thanks to the optical devices now routinely used to tailor the spec-
tral phase of ultrashort light pulses [5,6]. Compared to other
methods previously proposed or demonstrated to control the
velocity of light pulses in vacuum, which are typically based
on ultrashort Bessel beams [36] and also potentially allow for neg-
ative velocities [37] and longitudinal acceleration [38], the ap-
proach presented here provides a simpler and much more
flexible way to adjust the peak velocity over a broad range of val-
ues. This control scheme is in principle applicable to any other
type of waves, be they classical or quantum [39].

This new type of beam should prove useful for the control of
laser–matter interaction effects occurring over extended distances,
and where light intensity is the relevant physical parameter. For
instance, the possibility to generate intense “slow” (v ≪ c) pulses
could facilitate laser-driven acceleration of heavy particles, such as
ions [40]. Fine tuning of the velocity around c could be beneficial
for laser wakefield acceleration of relativistic electrons [30], or to
avoid velocity mismatch effects in experiments involving the
propagation of multiple pulses of different frequencies in a dis-
persive medium [41]. Backward propagation of the intensity peak
could make it possible to revert the propagation of secondary
emissions that normally occur only in the forward direction of
the driving laser beam. In many of these applications though,
the beam propagation in the medium is actually nonlinear, which
might alter the beam spatio-temporal properties and hence the
velocity of the CPLC intensity peak. Further studies will be
required to determine the influence of these effects.
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Fig. 5. Pulse with an oscillating propagation velocity produced
using CPLC with a high-order spectral phase. Simulated on-axis spatio-
temporal intensity profile I�z; t�, along the extended Rayleigh length, of
a CPLC beam with an oscillating spectral phase, leading to a velocity v
oscillating between c and 0.3c. Compared to Fig. 3, the PFC/LC param-
eter has also been increased to α � 30 fs∕cm2 (τP � 750 fs), while all
other beam parameters are identical.

Fig. 4. Quantitative properties of CPLC beams, for α � 3 fs∕cm2, λ0 � 800 nm, τF � 25 fs, wi � 5 cm, and f � 1 m as in Fig. 3. (a) Propagation
velocity v of the intensity peak of a CPLC beam around focus, as a function of chirp β. The black line corresponds to the prediction of Eq. (3), while the
red one shows the velocity deduced from numerical simulations. (b) Corresponding peak intensity reduction factor ε � IM∕I 0 as a function of β. In both
panels, the insets show zooms on these curves for small values of β. (c) Peak intensity reduction factor ε (full lines) as a function of α, for fixed propagation
velocities v � c, v � 1.1c or 0.91c, and v � 1.3c or 0.81c, corresponding to β∕α � 0,�7.71 × 102 fs · cm2 and�1.95 × 103 fs · cm2. The dotted parts
of the curves correspond to a range where the calculation no longer makes sense, because PFC/LC becomes too weak. The red dashed line shows the
evolution of the extended Rayleigh length zer with α, obtained from numerical simulations.
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